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Snowflake #2  
BY ANDREW J. RIES    

 

In this Snowflake, answers travel in 

diagonal paths, starting in the first 

numbered space and ending in the 

second numbered space, making an 

angled turn in the process (see the 

example below for the path of the   

1-12 answers). Paths contain either 

one or two 

clues; 

two-clue 

paths are 

clued in 

order. 

When 

finished, 

each space will be used by exactly 

two answers, except for the 12 

shaded tips. These tips, when read 

from 1-36, will spell an appropriate 

wintertime message.    

1-12    - Joggers’ accessories 

 - Maintained a grip  

2-11 - Caller’s cue 

 - Cuts for representatives 

3-10 - Cuts for lunch: 2 words 

4-9 - Activist’s goal  

5-8 - Check 

7-18 - Came ominously into  

         view 

 - National symbol of  

         Mexico 

8-17 - Small singer 

 - Baker’s implement 

9-16 - Problem-solving high  

        school group:  

         2 words  

10-15 - Streamers and posters  

         contribute to it:  

         2 words  

11-14 - Unlikely roommate for a  

        neatnik 

13-24 - Prime times for beach- 

        combers: 2 words 

 - Trouble spot 

14-23 - Protein source 

 - Oscar winner Brody  

15-22 - Mineral in a tub: 2 words 

16-21 - Mixed together   

17-20 - Lead-in to “squad” or  

         “act”  

19-30 - Nonverbal assents 

 - Ionized emission with a  

         Greek letter in its  

         name: 2 words 

20-29 - Muscle ailments 

 - Biblical archangel  

21-28 - Collection of small  

         stars?: Hyph. 

22-27  - Flat fee payer 

23-26 - Out times 

25-36 - Flipper on a flattop  

 - Chaotic situation 

 

26-35 - Cartoon dog created by  

         Dik Browne 

 - These, in Spanish 

27-34 - Shortest period of the  

         Mesozoic Era 

28-33 - Broken up, in a way 

29-32 - Where sticky rice is a  

          staple 

31-6 - Unimportant talk, say 

 - Like drugs that fight a  

         seasonal ailment  

32-5 - Lip or mouth 

 - Close cousins of  

         buckeyes 

33-4 - Product with a 1975  

         debut originally  

         conceived to have  

         “diet” in the name:  

         2 words 

34-3 - No longer agitated 

35-2 - Novi Sad resident 


